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BACKGROUND: FURANS

ASP CHEMICAL MECHANSM

GEORGIA TECH CHAMBER CONCLUSIONS / NEXT STEPS

These aldoacids & hydroxyfuranones
continue to react and oligomerize forming
(hemi)acetals, esters, & others. This is where
furan chemistry can get quite complex.

The 2- and 3-
methylfuran mechanism
outlined in this poster is
coded here. Initial ASP
simulations of these
reactions are plotted
below using previously
identified reaction rates
and assuming 25%
branching ratios for each
of the A, B, C, and D
branch [1, 4].

Strollo and Ziemann [2013]

Aschmann et al. [2014]

We base our initial
mechanism off of [4]
creating individual species
differentiated by their
structure and branch [A, B,
C, or D].

This produces 25
distinct possible
products including
dialdehydes, aldoacids,
hydroxyfuranones, and
aldoesters with methyl
groups bonded in
different locations.

Some of these products
have identical chemical
structures, which
reduces the number of
individual molecules
from 25 to 14.

These are coded into a
chemical mechanism
(upper right).

The branching ratios
and reaction rates for
these reactions are
largely unknown.

• Furans are emitted directly (via biomass burning) or
from the degradation of VOCs.

• (They are also produced during the roasting of
coffee beans, so if you have a coffee in your hand,
sniff it! You just experienced furan exposure!)

• They rapidly oxidize in the atmosphere (lifetime ~
hours) to produce furan derivatives and contribute to
SOA formation.

• This chemistry can quickly become complex [1]
• While some laboratory and measurement studies

exist, much of furan oxidation chemistry is
uncertain, unknown, and/or unconstrained (e.g.
branching ratios, reaction rates, SOA formation
potential, etc.).

• Thus most mechanisms are simplified/lumped.

PRELIMINARY ASP RESULTS:

• Furan oxidation is important for SOA formation and AQ, but
there is a lack of constraints on the overall mechanism.

• The Georgia Tech Chamber is making observations for initial
oxidation products (varying VOC:NOx, T, RH) in order to
identify primary branches and appropriate branching ratios

• We are adding additional detail to the ASP
chemical mechanism, including:
• NO3 oxidation
• NO à NO2 chemistry (org. nitrates)
• Furfural chemistry
• Oligomerization parameterizations

• Chamber constraints and mechanism detail
will be synthesized and mechanisms at
different complexities will be produced.

• ASP (Aerosol Simulation Program) is a gas-phase, aerosol-
phase, and heterogeneous chemical mechanism developed to
simulate young biomass burning plumes [2, 3] including O3
and SOA formation.

• ASP is developing gas and particle wall-loss corrections to
study and understand chamber study observations

• ASP has a reduced-form representation of furan chemistry (see
table below), which we are in the process of expanding and
constraining with this project.
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